Abstract-According to the problem of low positioning accuracy of the existing line detection algorithm and multiple response problem of the single edge detection, this paper presents an improved Hough transform based on Canny operator object detection algorithm which uses the characters of the line segment object from the commonly used edge detection operator to find the best comprehensive properties of the operator. The algorithm can effectively remove the interference of noise, solved the calculation accuracy and computation speed between the optimal matching problems, and effectively solve the problem of multiple peak detection and false peak problem, improve the line segment detection robustness. Experimental results show the algorithm robustness to image noise has been improved, can get the better results.
I. INTRODUCTION
The research object of machine vision detection has become the research focus the integration of multidisciplinary, multi field based on, by the majority of scholars [1] . In real life, people can complete object detection work easily, but the use of computers for object detection, has been plagued by researchers. The main difficulties in the detection algorithm itself is not mature enough, not enough complete; complexity of image object detection tasks [2] .
Previously, some researchers have put forward some object detection algorithm, but because the computer at the time of development limit, caused the algorithm test results is not ideal; later, the rapid development of computer vision, greatly improved performance, for complex background image accuracy and the algorithm of object detection efficiency has been greatly to improve the [3] . The research object of machine vision detection has become the research focus the integration of multidisciplinary, multi field based on, by the majority of scholars. The current object detection system challenges are: changes in the object structure change the object characteristics, characteristics of the object data is external noise interference, which makes the algorithm accuracy is not high; in the complex background, object detection and tracking accuracy and detection efficiency to be modified, at the same time algorithm also requires real-time processing capacity [4] .
Digital image analysis tasks is to detect object information from image sequences, and then test and estimate, finally analysis the structural parameters of objects [5] , is one of the hot research field in image processing and computer vision, at present, many researchers are concerned about its application in economic and military field.
In 1962 by Paul Hough in the form of patent issued Hough transform, is mainly used to make line detection in standard linear equations of the form. In 1981, Deans improved the Hough transform, and proposed that when the standard linear equations to solve the slope under the condition of infinite parameter, the processing of the Hough transform from straight line detection extends to parametric curve [6] [7] .
To utilize corresponding features between dots and line segments in image space and parameter space to carry on cluster analysis, to use relation in parameter space to express corresponded dots and lines of in image space, afterwards, to detect lines by accumulator peak value in statistical parameter space [8] . Hough transformation algorithm regards pixel connection as weights, this algorithm has certain improvement for pattern noise robustness, can get some better test results. In [9] researchers have proposed to improve the standard Hough transform is a kind of parameter space to break up, according to the separated determine the method of the corresponding line, especially suitable for the intersecting line detection. Can't detect line endpoint and the length is the insufficiency of Hough transform.
The common form of line segment detection is edge detection, it is the primary step of digital picture processing [10] , in order to fully keep object edge information, edge detection is able to simply processing procedure at utmost, and it is widely utilized in machine vision and its application area. Among line segment detection, it uses operator detection to decrease pattern noise and interference, it can improve line segment resolution ratio, simply parameter selection, has stronger adaptability.
RHT algorithm (Random Hough Transform) was presented by Xu Lei. This algorithm using the random sample with edge detection image selection method in order to solve the problem of previous algorithms in low efficiency and large storage space. Aiming at the shortcoming of SHT algorithm, the many to one mapping are introduced into the algorithm, changing the one to many mapping ideas, greatly reducing the amount of calculation algorithm; Secondly, no traversal select the sample points in the space to be detected, but the local peak with detection of image to select test points, it can solve the problem of large amount of calculation, so as to improve the computational efficiency. But the random Hough transform algorithm in complex background image may still be some shortcomings, such as poor stability algorithm.
Normally, edge divides into 2 classes [11] : one is step edge which also called ramp type; the other is lien edge that also called roof type. It has below several test methods:
Gradient method [12] is an away that adopting function expression in the obvious alternation area of gray value, researchers utilizes the feature of gradient function to detect object edge.
Second order differential method. Gradient method uses first order differential operator to carry out edge detection [13] , it is easy to cause missing edge detection when threshold selection is improper, so on the basis of first order differential operator, researchers evaluated second order derivative from first order derivative local maximum value, detected zero crossing point of second order differential operator, it is mainly Laplace operator and second order orientation derivative application. Although second order operator has its advantages, as it is easier to disturb by noise than first order operator, so it must choose better filter while carrying out filter processing.
Gaussian filter method. As second order operator is easier to disturb by noise, so it needs to combine bettereffected filter to carry on edge detection, researchers combined Gaussian filter and Laplace edge detection organically, formed LoG algorithm [14] . First of all, researchers utilized Gaussian filter convolution to process image, not only carried out preprocessing and eliminating partial noise, but also carried on smoothly processing and leached bigger burr out, to modify image edge extension because of convolution operation, to postulate first order derivative threshold value to confirm edge range, and then to regard Laplace function as second order derivative zero crossing point to carry out calculation of partial gradient maximum value. when carries on smooth and gradient amplitude value calculation processing for images, it will adopt utilizing gradient orientation to compare edge pixel amplitude value with neighboring pixel amplitude value [15] , by comparing high amplitude value with low amplitude value which set up in advance, to judge whether this pixel point is edge pixel point or not at a time.
ADM method. ADM algorithm [16] is the smaller algorithm of time and space complexity, it can adopt Gaussian filter to smooth image and eliminate noise by utilizing ADM algorithm; this algorithm has high detection rate and accurate edge position confirmation. For waiting detected image edge, it is also able to calculate edge pixel strength and direction, and get higher single responding edge.
There are some common characteristic after analyzing [17] : (1) detection error as possible as low (2) orientation is fully close (3) to restrain fake edge, decrease multiple response of single edge. Canny edge detected operator has the advantages of algorithm design simple, high efficiency, low complexity of algorithm time etc. Advantage, it has better preprocessed result for reducing image noise, strengthen image strength, it is one of the widely used detected operator at present. For Hough transformation, it has obvious advantages in edge fixed position, connectivity by adopting Canny edge extraction algorithm, it is one of the ideal edge extraction algorithm, passing through conjoint analysis for line segment direction and edge pixel direction in Hough transformation, it can reduce noise influence of fake peak value in parameter space.
The implementation ideas of Canny edge detected algorithm is that to adopt Gaussian filter to process image in advance to smooth image burr first; then, to calculate image edge pixel gradient weight value and edge pixel orientation which has been preprocessed through operator; and then to find gradient partial maximum value in waiting image, set non-maximum value as zero, refine edge pixel as 1 pixel; finally, to utilize preprocessed double threshold value to analyze detection result, to eliminate the result which is greater than maximum value and less than minimum value, to keep the maximum value in double threshold value and form continuous edge. But as Canny edge detected operator does not pay more attention to outside edge information, so it causes low utilization efficiency of information in detection process [18] .
The main contribution of this paper is to propose an improved Hough transform based on Canny operator object detection algorithm based on segments from the common characteristics of the object edge detection operator child to find the best overall performance of operators, and is made accumulator unit subdivision derivation. The proposed algorithm can effectively remove the interference of noise, solved the calculation accuracy and computation speed between the optimal matching problems, and effectively solve the problem of multiple peak detection and false peak problem, improve the line segment detection robustness.
II. PRINCIPLE OF CANNY EDGE DETECTION
Description of Canny edge detected algorithm is as below:
(1) To calculate two-dimensional Gaussian function, it as formula (1) 
(2) To calculate first order derivative of predefined four direction of Gaussian ( , ) G x y according to first step result:
P is direction vector and shows as:
is gradient vector and shows as:
under edge strength p , decompose two one-dimensional filter, as formula (2) 
where k is constant.
And then bring these two samples to convolving with image ( , ) f x y respectively.
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In the algorithm, ( , )
A i j represents the edge point ( , ) ij strength of waiting image, ( , ) ij  is the vertical edge direction of waiting image edge point. It produces roof ridge belt around maximum value of strength ( , )
A i j partial gradient amplitude value in waiting image, and then carries on the operation of non0maximum value restriction, sets non-maximum value of partial gradient amplitude value as zero. Non-maximum value restriction indicates as below formula (4):
In formula(4), ( , ) ij  is restricted area, ( , ) N i j is the restriction result, to make sure the detection result and accuracy of detection result, set primary threshold value, compare restriction result ( , ) N i j with threshold value, set it as zero hen result is less than threshold value. Threshold value selection needs to refer to experience to prevent greater or less to avoid causing low contrast ratio and edge lost.
Canny operator is an operator which to adopt double threshold value method to carry on threshold process by using restriction result. First of all, to set two threshold value as 12 ,
T i j is the edge of low threshold value 1  which got from cutting, it exist certain fake edges, but the edges are continuous; image 1 
[ , ]
T i j is the edge of high threshold value 1  which got from cutting, it exist less fake edges, but the edges are discontinuous. By adjusting and connecting continuously in detection results of high and low threshold value until gets complete edge.
From contrast test, it can be got by analysis that in the condition without noise interference, edge operator is able to detect out the result better in horizontal and water quality direction; but Canny operator and LoG operator are the best in smoothly eliminating noise; in accurate positioning, Sobel operator and LoG operator are the least; in missing edges, Sobel and Prewitt operator result is better, but it's easy to occur fake edges.
III. PROPOSED IMPROVED HT ALGORITHM BASED ON CANNY EDGE OPERATOR

A. Hough Transform Algorithm Analysis
It was proposed an improved algorithm in this chapter, to mix Hough transformation with Canny operator organically, and proposes to preprocess image by adopting Canny operator, and then utilize least square method to fit line segment histogram, finally, to use Hough transformation to detect line segment peak value of parameter space to accurate idea of location.
According to HT, it can be known that there exists any point in digital image, if all line segments which pass this point, it could be expressed in equation x y x y ， in xy flat surface. At present, the most used Hough transformation algorithm divide in two type, one is that each sub aggregate which formed by R numbers characteristic points uses the format of several-for-one to shine upon HT to mix PHT algorithm in parameter space, as this algorithm sets two parameters ,  in parameter space, and does quantization processing for parameter, so adopting two-dimensional array notation to detect maximum point in parameter space while describing parameter space, this method is able to detect characteristic points of line segment totally, but also there are still some more noise to interfere detection result. Another is CGHT algorithm, its performance in time complexity and space complexity are better, parameter space adopts a parameter  to better detect out line segment of horizontal direction, vertical direction or opposite angles ( / 4)  
, as line segment pixel almost concentrate in one line, but when line segment direction is changeable, the closer the distance with detection area of line segment direction, the more noise detection eliminate; the larger the distance with detection area of line segment direction, the more noise are detected, to influence detection result, to decrease detection accuracy. These two situations have certain limitations in detection area.
B. The Process of Improved Algorithm
Improved algorithm procedure is as below: Parameter value ,  which all pixel points in one line segment correspond in image space, to let xy image space corresponds with  accumulator space, that is cos sin xy
To define rank r n which is action of waiting detected image:
To calculate parameter extreme value: Derivative of sine curve:
Rake ratio of sine curve:
Average value of normal angle: , and to delete characteristic points of line segment which has detected out from dot bank, it's able to reduce repetitive operations, then to let additive matrix go on initial operation, make accumulator space () H  get recycle use, decrease algorithm space complexity by that.
To execute step 1 to step 7 cyclically, judge all seed point once in characteristic point assemblage until the characteristic point exists which do not satisfy terms, the final detection result keeps in matrix ()
It is discovered by this algorithm analysis that it needs to carry on preprocessing operation first, such as color threshold value division and outline extraction, and then applies for HT transformation. To improve detected waiting image quality and reduce noise, also can use space filter to operate, but space filter can't clear efficiently or edge noise, as this kind of noise is nothing wrong with image quality, so algorithm should as certain Robustness which overweight in edge noise. First, it's in interest area, to extract Canny edge for waiting detected image to get edge image and edge direction image in edge pixel.
Then to combine edge direction image to let edge pixel of waiting detected image carry on Hough transformation, make it transform into Hough parameter space, let line characteristic parameter carry on cluster operation in Hough parameter space.
Afterwards, to search line segment characteristics which are greater than certain threshold value in Hough parameter space in interest area, to carry detecting and orienting primarily.
Finally, to analyze the result of traffic lane detection and get final statistical information.
Line analytic equation expresses by polar form, parameters are respective drift angle  and centerline spacing  , and parameter space is two-dimensional limit parameter space, as formula (10) indicates:
In the procedure of application, to be convenient for specific calculation, it needs to do discretization for parameter space. The common method is to change parameter space ( , )
array, where vertical dimension  of line segment and original point o expresses in abscissa, angle  between line segment and x axis expresses in ordinate, here exists Limitation setting method of reasonable twodimensional array, as formula (11) indicates. Formula (12) gave computational formula which based on improved HT; The edge direction of edge point and HT angle relationship;
Therefore, algorithm steps of Canny edge and HT in interest area:
(1) To calculate traffic edge image and edge image angle, as formula (13) By taking pictures and general knowledge, it can be seen that linearity in traffic lane is strong, these tangential paths in Hough space is concentrated in partial peak value normally, so it is able to seek partial peak value in Hough space to check traffic lane edge.
In Hough space, maybe there are some fake peak value which occurred because of distribution position, if only because of single threshold value to extract out this set peak value, maybe decrease identity productivity, therefore, it can set partial peak value to go on restriction while carrying on first Hough space filtering; When carries out second filtering to extract characteristics, to restrict by setting closest distance of characteristic parameter space.
In this chapter, it was proposed a new improved HT algorithm for HT detection algorithm shortage, such as bad automaticity in detection procedure which needs human intervention, to miss line and occur fake line segment while detecting, weak for noise Robustness etc., and problems. According to line segment and noise feature, to utilize Canny operator to strengthen expected peak value for distribution difference of peak value in accumulator space, adopting index curve to fit further to reduce noise to get better Robustness threshold value. The result shows this algorithm with strong automaticity, does not need human intervention, low frequency in missing line and occurring fake line segment, strong Robustness.
IV. RESULTS OF SIMULATION AND PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
Intelligent transport navigational system, traffic lane detection and tracking is a necessary function, it can be as a reference to prevent car deviating lane guidance, also the precondition of obstacle detection. Image preprocessing mainly has: image filtering, image strength, image binary. The experimental data coms rom data which driving recorder photographed, for simulated noise, to contrast noise removal algorithm in MATLAB 7.0 toolbox and of improved algorithm, it can get improved HT algorithm which is able to detect line segment, fast arithmetic speed, better experimental result.
A. Image Preprocessing
If waiting detected image does not carry on image preprocessing, there should exist some noise which influence image more or less, it will increase the difficulties of image detection and analysis, influence image characteristics and edge presence. So it must carry on filter processing for noise, especially isolated point noise and edge shaking noise, it will cause much influence while detecting. As image signal and noise is blend crossover in waiting detected image, if carries on smoothly processing, it will blur waiting detected image edge, and then decrease its quality. So for noise processing, normally, it needs to has a suitable algorithm which not only can keep waiting detected image details, but also reduce noise, and also need to give consideration to algorithm efficiency while real time detection.
Image filtering algorithm can be divided into: filtering algorithm of frequency filtering image deals with orthogonal change, needs more calculation amount, can't satisfy real time detection speed; filtering algorithm of space filtering image is an algorithm that to let image processing algorithm use gray value, to adopt smooth image edge and mix math morphology, normally has neighborhood average method and median value filtering method. The purpose of image preprocessing is to fasten latter detected instantaneity and improve latter detected accuracy, median filtering not only can protect waiting detected image edge clarity, but also can eliminate noise influence, so it is able to adopt fast median filtering to process waiting detected image. To analyze fast median filtering, first is to choose a suitable window, this sliding window has odd numbers pixel, from the left top corner of waiting detected image, from left to right, top to bottom to slide window, arrange all pixel gray value in slipped window in small and big order, choose medium value as gray value of window center pixel point, output this value, as formula (16) To improve efficiency, when slide window moves once, not completely restart to calculate median value, here we adopt to eliminate the first element in slide window, keep the spare ranked elements, then add the new ranked element into slide window, get a modified slide window, repeat step 2,3 to get next median value;
According the sliding order of waiting detected image which rom left to right, top to bottom, to carry on step1 to step 4 operations for the whole image.
Fast median filtering algorithm evaluated pixel median value of two slide windows in an order procedure; it has a great improvement after comparing detection efficiency and speed of median filtering method, the result of contrast as figure 2 shows. Although median value has some influence for waved signal, it do not damage step function signal and ramp signal noise, only weaken top peak value signal; but median value maybe damage some details of waiting detected image, as when it restrains random dot noise, also will causes impulse signal damage which is less than window 1/ 2 , the window size and signal damage is direct proportional, so it is very important in practical application to choose a suitable size window.
It can be used Canny operator to enhance the difference between expected peak value and noise, make waiting detected image to choose threshold value in a bigger range, and result is that peak value is available. To improve algorithm general performance, it can design a general algorithm which chooses different threshold value in different situation. Figure 3(a) shows accumulated value histogram which an image passes traditional Hough transformation, figure 3(b) is histogram after figure 3(a) passed Canny operator and preprocessed image, to contrast difference between two images, it can be sure that peak value of the second image is more effective. 
B. Value Processing
Edge information is the image important feature of waiting detected image, it occupies prominent position in image analysis and machine vision, it can reflect sudden changes of partial gray value of waiting detected image, color sudden changes and other features, it can distinguish different areas of waiting detected image.
Frist of all, edge extraction operation need to detect out discontinuity of image partial characteristics, then connects discontinuous edge pixel into edge, image edge characteristic is that pixel changes moderately along edge direction, vertical pixel changes sharply along edge direction. So we can utilize math algorithm to extract edge.
Relative to lane line detection, image binaryzation is key link. Figure 4 is the image impression drawing after completing image median filtering and binaryzation. Where figure 4(al) is straight artwork, figure 4(a2) is straight preprocessing picture; figure 4bl ) is left image, figure 4b2 ) is left preprocessing image, and figure 4c2) is right preprocessing image.
After preprocess image, it is able to detect road traffic line, in normal situation, traffic lane reticule has below characteristics: 1. traffic lane is drawn by strong lightreflecting plastic；2. Traffic lane is paralleled, certain width; 3. Traffic lane is consist of continuous or discontinuous tangential path; 4. Traffic lane edge is a line; bend is in low cavity on highway, it can process traffic lane reticule which in 100-meter car range into a line. 
C. Experimental Result and Analysis
To utilize tachygraphy as means to get vehicle information, carry on experiment for 2200 frame traffic lane picture in for different situation, background, run algorithm in the environment of VC++6.0 and take 200 seconds. It was found that when pavement condition is better, background complexity is low, the detection accuracy is high, where regard detection rate of straight lane is high, up to 91.2%, bend detection rate is up to 90.1%; When pavement condition is bad, but when interference is low, detection rate is relative low, road detection rate is 88.7%; While pavement condition is bad, background is complex, a lot of interference, detection rate is 83.2%. By analyzing, the detection result of traffic lane has certain relationship with pavement condition, sunshine condition, background complexity etc. conditions; it's easy to be influenced.
As figure 5 shows, to test match ratio between traffic lane model and real traffic lane. If certain information is greater than threshold value, it will mark the point as eligible candidate point; if certain information is less than threshold value, it will mark the point as unqualified candidate point and retake sample. Candidate point in high matching rate will be the fitting result of last traffic lane, where candidate points can be set by experience.
V. CONCLUSION
In this chapter, it was studied object detection which based on Hough transformation, and proposed a line segment detection algorithm of improved Hough transformation on the basis of Canny edge operator. For line segment object characteristics and probationer detected operator, it carries out analysis, comparison and constitution, after studying and comparing the common used edge detected operator, to look for an operator which is with best overall performance as experimental operator in of this chapter from frequently-used edge detected operator. To carry on analysis for advantage and shortage of basic Hough transformed detected algorithm, make improvement for detection algorithm, propose line segment detected algorithm of Hough transformation on the basis of Canny edge, and do formula derivation for accumulator unit subdivision. This algorithm is able to efficiently balance time complexity and accuracy, decrease noise interference at utmost; for multiple peak value and fake peak value problem of detection result, it has been solved in a certain extent.
